Hamilton Catch-Up English – How It Works

Writing

•
•

Stage 1
Writing Task

Choose two or three suitable
writing tasks for your children.
Present the first task, in the best
way you can think of…

You may want to choose one
task involving description, one
involving plot and narrative
and one involving non-fiction.

Stage 2
Marking and Analysis

• Use the Whole-Class Marking sheet.
• Read each child’s work. Make two comments.
• Collate all the information from the children’s work
on your sheet, so that you can plan next steps.
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Use the Whole-Class Marking
sheet to collate the data for the
whole class. Follow advice on
comments for individuals.

Stage 3
Selecting Responses
Look at Follow-Up-Responses and decide where to place your focus in
terms of whole class sessions, especially on SPaG or Writing Targets.
Follow links to find suitable PowerPoint presentations.
Look at the other suggested responses and consider these. What might
be done in groups? What needs to be with the whole class?
Follow the links on Responses to find appropriate materials.

1. Writing Tasks

There are 6 writing tasks per year group from Y1 to Y6. These involve a choice of text-types and
genres but in general will be designed to stimulate children to write.

2. Guidance for Marking and Feedback

Guidance on marking each writing task is provided. Use the specifically tailored whole-class
marking sheet. As you read each child’s work, collate the information gained to build up a picture
of the whole class. This enables realistic forward planning for next steps.

3. Follow-Up Responses

Brief, but highly-targeted individual feedback to each child is suggested alongside some
illustrative examples. The information gathered on the Whole-Class Marking sheet is used to
plan the next steps for the class as a whole and for particular groups. Links to materials are
supplied alongside the guidance.
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